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Introduction 

In 1991, after more than forty years of bitter political rivalry and dangerous 

brinkmanship, the United States emerged victorious from the Cold War. The following years 

marked a critical turning point for American foreign policy. Geopolitical motivations for foreign 

aid disappeared and spending stagnated until 2000, when the United Nations established a series 

of education, health, and welfare benchmarks known as the Millennium Development Goals 

(MDGs). Countries increased aid spending as altruism promised to replace political opportunism, 

but even today, nearly all developed nations fail to spend the recommended amount on foreign 

aid and humanitarian assistance (0.7 percent of GDP). Though the United States outspends every 

country in terms of gross outlays, it falls far short of the spending goal as well. Foreign aid 

spending is not particularly partisan; between 60 and 80 percent of Americans surveyed support 

humanitarian and development assistance, along with every recent presidential administration 

except for the Trump administration (Ingram 2019). Unfortunately, political science literature 

reports mixed findings on the efficacy and feasibility of foreign aid as a policy tool to generate 

growth in developing countries. The mechanisms by which aid supposedly eliminates poverty or 

creates economic growth are stilted and insufficient for effective policymaking. 

This leads to several difficult questions that constitute the “Great Foreign Aid Debate.” 

How much foreign aid should the United States distribute? What types of programs best reduce 

poverty or improve health outcomes abroad? Can aid be sustainable for the United States and 

recipient countries? None of these questions have definitive answers because underlying political 

and economic institutions constantly fluctuate. Furthermore, severe data limitations and 

inconsistencies prevent researchers from extrapolating specific findings to wider sets of countries 

or time periods. As a result, little measurement or methodological standardization exists in 
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foreign aid research. Authors use widely varying indicators to measure economic performance 

and political development, which range from income inequality and corruption to poverty and 

voter participation. Some researchers avoid empirical analyses altogether. By using a 

combination of World Bank, United Nations, and United States federal government data 

spanning three decades, this paper establishes a more refined and nuanced answer as to how 

foreign aid spending and institutions influence economic development. This thesis studies the 

effects of broad political and social institutions on macroeconomic trends to reach an objective 

conclusion on the effectiveness of foreign aid. Specifically, since the end of the Cold War, how 

have recipient countries' track records of growth and institutional development changed the 

effect of foreign aid spending on future economic growth? 

The answers to this research question differ widely when excluding outlying country-year 

pairs and implementing different regression models. However, several conclusions stand out in 

nearly every analysis. 1) Higher spending, measured as a percent of recipient country gross 

domestic product, increases economic growth rates, especially on shorter time spans. The effect 

of spending per capita on economic growth is negligible on every interval. 2) The effect of 

foreign aid funding on growth diminishes over time, meaning that repeated distributions are 

imperative for long-term development. 3) Higher human development correlates to lower growth 

rates, especially in the long-term. The studied country-year pairs demonstrate income 

convergence, suggesting that American foreign aid flows primarily to middle-income developing 

nations. 4) Excluding spending outliers—generally Israel and Afghanistan—from the data set 

increases the correlation coefficients and significance levels in each regression model. Future 

policy discussions should distinguish between the geopolitical, development, and humanitarian 

motives behind foreign aid. 
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Foreign aid distribution will always be a question of individual review and discretion. 

Too many unknowns, inconsistencies, and disagreements exist within the field to paint an all-

encompassing picture of foreign aid and development. With that in mind, the overarching goal of 

this paper is to afford policymakers and academics alike with relevant, nuanced evidence as to 

the effects of foreign aid spending and institutions on economic development. This paper serves 

not only to fill gaps in the literature but also to guide further research.  
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Literature Review  

A. Overview of Foreign Aid and Economic Growth Literature 

School of Thought: Institutional Effectiveness 

More than anything, the discussion about recipient country institutions has dominated the 

Great Foreign Aid Debate. Indeed, recipient countries span from nascent democracies to 

dictatorships, from isolationist to international trading hubs. In the literature, the accountability, 

equity, and reliability of recipient institutions best predicts the relationship between foreign aid 

spending and economic growth. 

Although donor institutions also play a role in aid efficacy, operationalizing their customs 

or internal structure is challenging. Very few bodies consistently publish data on their spending 

habits. Further, the countries and international organizations doling out foreign aid do not 

represent a wide range of interests or institutions. Until recently, aid distributions almost 

exclusively originated from Western Europe and its developed country offshoots. The research 

design section considers these limitations in more detail. 

 Political institutions play a critical role in foreign aid distribution. Indeed, unilateral aid 

to foreign governments accounts for more than 20 percent of American foreign aid spending. 

ActionAid (2017) paints a rosy picture of foreign aid and institutional effectiveness. The group 

argues that increases in institutional accountability cause a virtuous cycle of increased foreign 

aid inflows alongside political and economic development. Although they admit that some 

institutions and countries are not as effective at creating economic growth with foreign aid, aid 

serves as an incentive for governments to become more accountable and transparent. This creates 

even more growth, which strengthens governmental relationships with citizens and international 

donor organizations. Going forward, ActionAid believes that international institutions should 
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distribute more targeted aid to decrease corruption and make individual humanitarian projects 

more effective. They suggest expanding access to financial markets in developing countries and 

enhancing monitoring systems to foster trust between international organizations and recipient 

governments.  

In contrast, a large body of research argues that aid institutionalizes corruption and 

discourages economic growth. Bader and Faust (2014) argue that autocratic governments tend to 

implement limited political reforms to appease international observers and receive foreign aid. 

Corrupt officials, often more present in autocratic countries, tend to use foreign aid to entrench 

their power. North Korea, for example, repeatedly promised to halt nuclear development in 

exchange for humanitarian assistance. After each transfer, the monarchy funneled American 

funds into its nuclear program to increase its bargaining power for the next set of negotiations. 

Bader and Faust explain that “The logic of political survival suggests that leaders rarely have 

genuine intentions to democratize, even though they may have an interest in the introduction of 

nominally democratic institutions” (590). International donors can also play a negative role in aid 

distribution. During the Cold War, many presidential administrations incorporated geopolitical 

motives into their aid and intervention foreign policy. The United States supported numerous 

dictatorships in Latin America and Asia because of their anti-communist sentiments. Similarly, 

Israel receives foreign aid not for economic development but because the country supports 

American strategic interests in the Middle East.  

Clearly, the relationship between economic and political development plays an important 

role in which countries receive foreign aid in the first place. Expanding on the research of 

ActionAid (2017), Dutta and Williamson (2019) find that when ulterior motives and political 

disagreement are present, aid becomes less effective. Further, inconsistent foreign aid flows 
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reduce monitoring and implementation effectiveness. Though ActionAid (2017) and Dutta and 

Williamson (2019) agree that political institutions play a key role in foreign aid implementation, 

their outlooks differ sharply. The latter research is far more cynical about how the relationship 

between donor and recipient institutions changes economic development trends. 

 In recent decades, rising Asian economies, led by China, expanded their foreign policy to 

include infrastructure investment across the developing world. Though Shimomura (2013) 

avoids empirical analysis, he investigates the effects of China’s flagship foreign policy program, 

the Belt and Road Initiative. Although the initiative opened smaller countries to debt traps and 

greater Chinese influence, many saw economic growth because of market expansion and reduced 

physical trade barriers. In many cases, Beijing pressures recipient countries to adopt political and 

economic reforms that will benefit China in the future. Shimomura urges researchers to consider 

confounding variables to avoid misattributing changes in economic growth to unrelated factors. 

 Some authors agree that political institutions factor strongly into the efficacy of foreign 

aid but argue that data limitations should dissuade research from employing statistical analysis. 

Edwards (2014) criticizes the economic community for this reason. The advent of humanitarian 

and development assistance originated after World War II, and many current recipients of aid—

countries in Africa and Asia—did not achieve independence until the 1960s or later. These same 

countries underwent numerous political shifts that altered domestic institutions and international 

partnerships. Few long-term outcomes have been fully realized. Further, American institutions 

foreign policy changed several times over the decades. This inconsistency allows scholars to 

slice the data to arrive at antithetical conclusions about the relationship between aid and 

economic growth. In Edwards’ view, every dispersion of foreign aid funding should be 

considered independently to account for the unique geographic, cultural, political, and economic 
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factors in each recipient case. He urges economists and political scientists to rely on case studies 

to better understand the effects of aid distribution on economic growth. 

Unfortunately, foreign aid papers often fail to account for lurking variables that may play 

a part in explaining the relationship between aid spending and development. Aside from limited 

examples, research avoids considering patterns of development and institutional norms despite 

evidence of different systems altering future growth prospects. This paper strives to definitively 

address these omittances by holding constant more varied measures of recipient countries’ 

development. From there, I ascertain the effect of foreign aid outlays across different regions, 

periods, and levels of institutional development. 

School of Thought: Timing and Repeated Donations 

Poverty research discovered a phenomenon known as the “S-curve,” where those below a 

turning point of income or opportunity cannot escape poverty. At low levels of current income, 

people face diminishing returns to scale and never have sufficient resources available to live at a 

level above subsistence. Just to the right of the S-curve inflection point, however, people see 

increasing returns to scale, with higher future income. The proverbial S-curve graphically 

demonstrates what is known as the poverty trap. Generally, poverty traps concern individual 

health, education, or income levels. However, modern research has applied the S-curve to 

foreign aid distribution and long-run macroeconomic growth as well. 

In concert with the recent wave of altruistic foreign aid spending, scholars began 

exploring the effect of repeated foreign aid contributions on eliminating poverty and creating 

growth. Larsen (2007) underscores the importance of continued donations and donor persistence 

in solving poverty traps in developing countries. He argues that once enough monetary resources 

or time have been spent, developing countries are far more likely to see positive development, 
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especially with regards to their GDP. Specifically, he explains that “Foreign aid that is lower 

than the threshold—either 4.6 percent of GNI or $24.97 per person—has a significantly different 

effect on the steady state level of income per capita than when foreign aid is larger than the 

threshold” (87). Though few sources corroborate Larsen’s findings, they are extremely telling 

and make sense when considering growth outcomes of recent aid distributions. If donor countries 

like the United States implemented closely crafted programs in developing countries and 

extended resources for long periods of time, levels of economic growth (and presumably political 

stability) would arise naturally. Though the Iraq and Afghanistan interventions lasting nearly two 

decades could counter Larsen's argument, looking deeper presents strong evidence for his 

findings. During this time, American policy and military strategy changed drastically in both 

countries. Three presidential administrations pursued antithetical security and political goals, 

which made funding for individual programs volatile. Furthermore, the programs pursued in Iraq 

and Afghanistan never had long-term development goals in mind but rather focused on short-

term security aspirations. This vicious cycle contributed to an inefficient and untimely allocation 

of development assistance. 

A similar effect can be seen in almost every country to which the United States provides 

foreign aid. Internal politics and geopolitical tensions cause massive shifts of foreign policy and 

spending over long periods. Fortunately, the funding data from the United States Agency for 

International Development (USAID) and World Bank covers a wide timeline and practically 

every country on Earth. Though several omissions were made because of incomplete or 

inconsistent data, the data set includes countries with an array of differing political, economic, 

and social systems. Therefore, this paper examines Larsen’s findings in more detail. 
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School of Thought: Track Record 

The institutional view of foreign aid receives widespread support from political science 

scholars. However, limited empirical research has taken place to determine the extent to which 

past economic and political performance of a country plays into the efficacy of foreign aid. 

Seldom have researchers asked, “What is the relationship between increasing corruption and 

economic growth from foreign aid distributions?” or “Does past economic growth predict the 

effectiveness of individual aid projects?” Again, researchers largely lack relevant and long-term 

data to answer these questions. Standardized political development indicators produced by the 

United Nations or World Bank did not become available until about two decades ago. 

Additionally, developing countries publish scant data about their political and economic 

performance because they often lack the state capacity or funding necessary to do so. 

Afghanistan, Somalia, and Sudan exemplify this issue with data collection. Furthermore, states 

with internal conflict or discrimination between certain ethnic groups have an incentive to 

mischaracterize or blatantly lie about their performance to secure more foreign aid. Consider the 

Democratic Republic of the Congo or Ethiopia. Both fester with internal ethnic conflict that 

eventually spilled into neighboring states. These countries receive large shares of foreign aid 

going to Africa. Nonetheless, measuring and analyzing Congolese and Ethiopian institutions is 

extremely difficult and unreliable. 

 The Clinton administration oversaw a foreign policy shift that focused on humanitarian 

efforts and state-building, mainly in eastern Europe and Africa. Though aid flows slowed down 

during the 1990s, by the end of the century, many countries would move towards the more 

altruistic development goals outlined in the introduction of this section. As the largest outright 

distributor of foreign aid funding, the United States wanted to make sure its money was being 
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put towards beneficial projects. To explore the best ways to distribute aid, the Congressional 

Budget Office (CBO) conducted a wide-ranging report in 1997 that looked at historical and 

current political institutions of countries, as well as records of where USAID money was 

distributed. The report found that well-governed countries with market-oriented policies were 

more likely to make good use of development assistance. Conversely, autocratic and 

economically restricted countries were more likely to see the aid vanish to corruption and 

mismanagement. To a lesser extent, the terms on which the donor institutions or countries gave 

aid also influenced development. 

 In summary, studies that tried to quantify the benefits of foreign aid and understand its 

relationships to past performance often fall short with their data and conclusions. The CBO 

report made sweeping claims—which do have merit and theoretical backing—but lacks large-

scale empirical data or case studies, which minimizes the applicability of the conclusions. This 

paper confirms and expands upon the findings of the CBO using more standardized governance 

and development indicators. 

School of Thought: Implementation 

For decades, governments and non-governmental organizations (NGOs) made foreign aid 

outlays dependent on the actions of domestic institutions in recipient countries. They calculated 

the effectiveness of foreign aid in terms of the recipient country’s institutions based on political 

factors like corruption, stability, and democracy ratings. It was not until the establishment of the 

MDGs and subsequent foreign aid surge that donors began to consider implementation methods 

and project selection as more beneficial to the efficacy of aid than structural adjustment policies. 

Individual scholars began researching implementation methods following a series of 

high-profile economic recessions in recipient countries in the mid-2000s. Chatterjee and 
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Turnovsky (2007) show that patterns of economic stagnation or failure sometimes follow 

sustained periods of spending because of shifts in the labor market. They determined that “The 

link between foreign aid, economic growth, and welfare depends crucially on the mechanism 

through which a particular aid program, whether tied or untied, is absorbed by the recipient 

economy” (529). In other words, simply looking at past performance indicators will not always 

guarantee success in aid distribution. Instead, both NGOs and governments should consider the 

specific circumstances of the recipient country and decide in what way aid should be distributed. 

Furthermore, Chatterjee and Turnovsky (2007) argue that an important set of preconditions must 

be met before any amount of foreign aid can be effectively distributed. Specifically, a recipient 

country must have a sufficiently educated labor force and capital accumulation in the 

manufacturing sector. Even with the accountable, organized political systems found in some 

developing countries, foreign aid distributions without additional human and capital investment 

are doomed to fail.  

Though this paper does not consider individual programs or break down aid spending 

into categories (i.e., humanitarian, debt-relief, or infrastructure), the economic consequences of 

foreign aid depend greatly on how and to whom money is distributed. Focusing purely on 

individual welfare as a measuring stick, Asongu and Nwachukwuwhen (2016) contend that 

foreign aid should be tailored towards items that will reduce inequality and ensure basic societal 

functions. Barebones humanitarian aid, the authors argue, subverts long-term growth even if 

immediate relief seems beneficial. They explain that although variations exist, “First, the impact 

of aid dynamics with high degrees of substitution is positive. These include aid for: social 

infrastructure, economic infrastructure, the productive sector, and the multisector. Second, the 

effect of humanitarian assistance is consistently negative across specifications and models” 
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(293). This aligns with historical critiques of humanitarian assistance in that misallocated aid 

creates dependency by undercutting burgeoning domestic industries. Poor people are unable to 

escape poverty because they lack fundamental health and educational support, which gives rise 

to a vicious cycle of underperformance and socioeconomic stagnation. Small, directed 

investments promise to improve future consumption and create growth rather than creating 

dependency. 

Conversely, the effects of international policymaking and institutional structure may 

change the economic effects of foreign aid. Building on the original research by Bader and Faust 

(2014), Quibria (2017) argues that donor countries and bilateral international organizations must 

take steps to increase transparency and accountability of monetary transfers. To some extent, 

those reforms took place; the IMF and World Bank established anti-corruption offices and began 

screening donor countries based on governance indicators pertaining to political freedom, 

corruption, and accountability. Understanding the major issues that corruption (on both sides of 

foreign aid transactions) causes, Quibria argues that over time, measures taken by international 

institutions would engender more trust between them and foreign constituents.  

Following the global financial crisis in 2008, Greeks disparaged the IMF for applying 

harsh conditionalities on loan distribution. Whether IMF policies protracted or eased the Greek 

economy is still a question. But undoubtedly, stronger trust between recipient country citizens 

and international organizations is key for strong negotiations and aid transfers. Despite progress, 

Quibria contends that “All these investments in global public goods for controlling corruption 

have been helpful, yet they do not contribute directly toward progress against corruption in a 

specific country” (14). He hopes this positive relationship-building will create a positive cycle of 
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accountability and trust that will eventually make foreign aid more effective and reliable. His 

article lacks empirical data to back up these claims and necessitates further research. 

I personally agree with the implementation school of thought, but this paper avoids using 

it as an explanatory factor for two reasons. First, my research focuses exclusively on recipient 

country factors of political, economic, and social development. Though donor countries and the 

types of aid distributed do play a significant role in the effectiveness of foreign aid, most 

countries and international institutions are not transparent about their distribution. Furthermore, 

monetary transfers take numerous forms that change over time, which complicates data 

collection. Increasingly, foreign aid has been multilateral, meaning that non-governmental 

organizations and foreign governments play a larger part in the distribution process. 

Conditionalities are largely a policy of the past. Therefore, I think recipient institutions will play 

a more statistically measurable and significant role in the efficacy of foreign aid distribution. 

Second, data collection for implementation and international institutions is difficult to come by. 

The lack of research in the field confirms this, and I feel it would be a waste of energy to pursue 

this line of analysis further. However, the implementation school of thought should be explored 

by organizations with greater resources to collect data with a broader scope. 

B. New Contributions 

Although researchers published many empirically significant findings in recent years, the 

papers use different standardized variables for measuring recipient country institutions. As a 

result, authors from different schools of thought and ends of the scholarly spectrum reach 

conflicting conclusion about the same data. This paper clarifies the most desirable circumstances 

for efficient outlays of foreign aid. Specifically, I use USAID data, which compiles foreign aid 

spending for the United States Federal Government across all agencies. The data contains 
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information on a recipient country’s apparent institutional development level. To verify and add 

onto this data, I also use World Bank development indicators. These are split into two categories, 

one measuring human development and the other measuring government institutions. In sum, my 

research is encompassing and standardized over time. 

This paper focuses on analyzing the relationship between the political, social, and 

economic track records of recipient countries and their economic performance after receiving 

foreign aid. The CBO completed limited research in this area in 1997, but few other academic or 

government bodies considered the same questions. Foreign aid being an expensive and future-

thinking consideration for American foreign policy, this research expands on the CBO report to 

reach definitive, nuanced conclusions on the effect of foreign aid on economic growth.  
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Research Design and Data 

A. Research Question and Hypothesis 

To reiterate, the guiding question for this thesis paper asks since the end of the Cold War, 

how have recipient countries' track records of growth and institutional development changed the 

effect of foreign aid spending on future economic growth? In theory, histories of political 

stability, accountability, and strong control of corruption combined with high social development 

indicators will give rise to larger economic growth rates. If foreign aid is truly beneficial under 

ideal conditions, then regardless of the spending operationalization, more money should correlate 

with higher economic growth. Furthermore, historical economic growth should be a strong 

predictor of future growth, especially on shorter periods barring economic collapses or overhauls 

during the studied period. In effect, socially developed democracies with strong trends of growth 

will implement foreign aid most successfully, whereas unhealthy and uneducated autocracies 

with weak historical growth will put foreign aid to waste. 

Governments that establish credibility and undergo stable transitions of power more 

efficiently allocate and manage funds. This efficiency extends to foreign aid projects that those 

governments (and NGOs) manage in recipient countries. Furthermore, credible countries usually 

establish more developed international partnerships from which they could receive foreign aid 

funding. Countries with high levels of social development will have a better foundation for 

economic growth because their institutions and cultural norms are more conducive to growth and 

productivity.  

Because this research paper is exploratory in nature and aims to eliminate some 

confusion and inconsistency within the foreign aid literature, my goal is not to disprove current 

theories but rather inform new ones. 
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B. Operationalization, Variable Selection, and Data Sources 

Economic growth and institutional development are closely tied together. As the diverse 

literature suggests, foreign aid spending interacts with recipient country institutions in numerous 

ways. International institutions do impact foreign aid outlays, as do geopolitical motives and 

domestic policymaking. However, controlling for all these factors would require far more time 

and resources than those provided or accessible to undergraduate students. On top of these 

difficulties, there is inherent nuance in what researchers define as international institutions and 

how these institutions operate. For example, should research consider the political or social 

factors of donor countries, and which ones? Should they focus on the voting rules or national 

contributions to bilateral aid organizations like the World Bank? How do specific projects or 

programs influence growth? There is far too much volatility on the international and domestic 

levels to consider the effectiveness of foreign aid wholly and accurately. For that reason, and due 

to my limited time resources, I focus on recipient country institutions. All else equal (as assumed 

given the long-time spans and standardization of the data), domestic institutions play the largest 

role in the effectiveness of foreign aid in generating economic growth. 

Although it would be ideal to have a complete foreign aid spending data set to and from 

every country since the beginning of modern international relations and economic growth, 

several limitations prevented political scientists and economists from finding a definitive answer 

to the foreign aid question.  

Most notably, few governments distribute enough aid in recipient economies to have any 

measurable impact on economic growth. Some that do, like Russia or China, do not publish 

much if any consistent data on their disbursements. The United Kingdom and France fund 

sizable programs around the world and keep record of that spending. Along with other European 
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countries, the United Kingdom and France—two of the largest donors—recently joined the 

International Aid Transparency Initiative. The group aims to report consistent foreign aid 

spending data for every donor country. Unfortunately, the United States does not publish its data 

to the same standards and combining the two data sets would be extremely time consuming. For 

the purposes of simplification, and because this paper primarily targets American foreign policy, 

other donor country spending data is not incorporated. Future additions to this paper will involve 

data from more donor countries. Thankfully, most of the total foreign aid spending originates 

from the United States, so the regressions likely capture a large part of economic growth 

resulting from aid projects. 

This paper limits its analysis to the post-Cold War period to simplify data collection and 

lessen the impact of politically motivated aid spending on the overall effects of aid distribution. 

No doubt, Cold War foreign policy poses fascinating questions for research, but does not reflect 

the current and future international community.  

The data set includes 30 countries receiving the most aid from the United States in every 

year since 1990. I chose this number arbitrarily based on data constraints but does reflect an 

accurate picture of where aid was distributed each year. It sufficiently covers countries from 

every region and represents a vast array of governmental systems and levels of social 

development. The USAID provides inflation adjusted spending amounts (2010 US$) to paint a 

more accurate picture of yearly spending. From there, using World Bank population and GDP 

statistics, I calculate two spending variables. First, the spending ratio examines the percent of a 

recipient countries’ GDP that was distributed as aid to that country from the United States. The 

second variable, spending per capita, records the country-year spending amount divided by the 

recipient country’s population in that year. This variable aims to capture the effect of foreign aid 
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spending on individual welfare as a share of the larger economy. As I discuss in the following 

section, some country-year pairs were excluded and substituted for because of data issues. But 

even in the years with the most data holes, the country-year pairs were still selected from the top 

40 United States aid recipients. 

In considering institutional track records, I examine two categories: political and social 

development. The first captures the effectiveness of political institutions, which play a direct role 

in controlling foreign aid funds, as well as the political and economic structures of a recipient 

country. In that capacity, governments collect taxes, establish rules for market transactions if 

they impose harsh externalities, and distribute money to fund social programs. A country’s 

political institutions play a direct role in economic development. A plethora of research 

examined the relationship between democracy and economic development. Though I do not 

discuss topic, it is important to note that I agree with the research showing a strong and 

bidirectional causal relationship between democracy and a free market economy. Again, my 

regression models do not specifically test this hypothesis, but strong relationships between 

economic growth and democratic political institutions (generally associated with democracy) 

could be soft evidence for the income and democracy hypothesis. 

Operationalizing political development can be difficult, especially because many of the 

variables used in this analysis were only recorded beginning two decades ago. One such set of 

variables are the Worldwide Governance Indicators (WGI), a comprehensive set of governmental 

indicators that measure six different political factors: voice and accountability, political stability 

and absence of violence, regulatory quality, government effectiveness, rule of law, and control of 

corruption. Each interacts differently with foreign aid and its effect on economic growth. 
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For the five-year period preceding the collection of WGI data, the source data sets use the 

Polity5 regime variable from the Center for Systemic Peace. This variable crudely measures 

governments ranging from absolutist monarchies to full democracies on a scale from negative 

ten to positive ten. Again, the Polity5 regime variable does not account for differing institutional 

factors like the WGI data. Instead, it reports a singular regime score for each country-year. 

Fortunately, it does generally reflect the same trends shown in the WGI data set. Nonetheless, the 

two political institution variables are used in separate regressions (with slightly different time 

spans and observations) to avoid confounding. 

To measure social institutions, this research employs the Human Development Index 

(HDI) measured by the United Nations. The HDI goes back to the 1950s, easily covering the 

time span covered in the data sets. This index is calculated using a geometric average which 

equally weights health, wealth, and education. Specifically, HDI values are calculated with data 

on life expectancy, GDP per capita, average years of schooling, and expected years of schooling 

in each country-year pair. Critics argue the measure focuses too heavily on material wealth and 

omits more nuanced considerations for human development that include happiness, family 

connections, and leisure time. However, most economists agree that HDI is a sufficient measure 

for social development until more accurate and in-depth data can be collected about each 

country. 

Finally, my data set incorporates GDP growth statistics from the World Bank for the 

dependent and lagged dependent variables. To explain short-, medium-, and long-term economic 

growth, I create three variables—year1, year5, and year10—that look at the average growth 

rates during each period. The year1 variable considers the subsequent year economic growth 

rate, whereas year5 measures the average growth from T1 through T5. The year10 variables 
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measures average growth between T1 and T10. With the assumption that past economic growth 

influences future growth to some extent, the data set also includes the lagged dependent variables 

lagcurrent, lag4, and lag9. The lagcurrent variable measures current year economic growth, 

denoted as T0. The lag4 variable measures average historical growth from T-4 through the current 

year. Essentially, “what was the average economic growth of a country-year pair over the last 

five years?” The same exercise was used to construct the lag9 variable. Each period of future 

growth is regressed against the equivalent period lagged dependent variable for historical 

growth. For example, lag4 is the lagged dependent variable paired with the year5 dependent 

variable in the regression. 

Table 1: Variable Selection 

Variable Type Source Description 

Aid Spending 

(per capita) 

IV USAID Foreign aid spending divided by the 

population of recipient country. 

Aid Spending 

(%GDP) 

IV USAID Aid spending as a percentage of recipient 

country GDP. 

Economic 

Growth Rates 

DV World Bank Calculated one-, five-, and ten-year average 

growth rates in each country. 

Historical Growth 

Rates 

Lagged DV World Bank Average historical growth rates 

corresponding to the DV period in question. 

Regime Index Control CSP (Polity) Simple scale measuring government 

structure, from dictatorship to democracy. 

WGI Control World Bank Detailed measure of six political indicators, 

collected from 1996 to present. 

HDI Control UNDP Proxy social indicator, constructed with 

education, health, and income data. 

 

C. Data Cleaning and Organization 

Much of the dispute and disparity in foreign aid literature stems from differences in 

variables and case selection. This paper aims to eliminate much of this uncertainty by presenting 

a broad and objective approach to the Great Foreign Aid Debate. Therefore, I include this section 

to clearly explain the reasoning behind my decision-making during the data cleaning process. 
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Using this information, future researchers will be able to recreate my data sets and solve any 

issues that may arise within the data. With that said, several issues and holes exist in the data sets 

that need to be filled to run the linear regression models. 

 Across the Polity5 regime data set, discrepancies existed around many countries, 

including island nations, not universally recognized states, and former countries. Specifically, the 

Marshall Islands, Micronesia, Palau, Palestine, formerly unified Sudan, and Serbia present the 

most data inconsistencies. It would have been nigh impossible to collect accurate, objective, and 

consistent data for each specific country-year pair omitted in the Polity5 data set. 

Though Somalia received large foreign aid distributions from the United States for much 

of the studied period, the country completely lacks HDI data because its volatile military and 

political history made it impossible for UN delegates to safely collect data for many years. Holes 

exist in the HDI data for other countries, but Somalia was by far the most prominent example 

receiving substantial amounts of American foreign aid. 

Another consideration is that WGI data was collected at two-year intervals from 1996-

2002. I calculate an arithmetic average of the preceding and following years for each country to 

construct a more complete data set with WGI data for every individual year. This method makes 

the regression more precise but omits certain details about short-term variations in government 

structure and performance that were not directly measured by the WGI data set. Table 2 displays 

the summary statistics of the main data set constructed with these stipulations in mind. 
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Table 2: Descriptive Statistics of the Inclusive Data Set 

Variable Obs. Median Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max. 

Spending Ratio (%) 870 0.97 2.60 7.93 0.01 96.5 

Spending PC (2010 US$) 870 12.20 49.67 126.71 0.14 1164.73 

Regime 870 5.00 2.91 5.58 -9.00 10.00 

HDI 870 0.58 0.58 0.14 0.19 0.92 

Voice and Accountability 690 -0.35 -0.42 0.64 -1.84 1.43 

Stability and Absence of Violence 690 -0.97 -0.99 0.83 -3.18 1.43 

Regulatory Quality 690 -0.35 -0.40 0.65 -2.16 1.61 

Government Effectiveness 690 -0.50 -0.49 0.64 -2.24 1.74 

Rule of Law 690 -0.65 -0.61 0.64 -1.90 1.57 

Control of Corruption 690 -0.74 -0.63 0.59 -1.66 1.65 

 

Finally, and more subjectively, the second set of regression series exclude “dependent 

states,” or country-year pairs with exceptionally high spending ratios or spending per capita 

inflows. Country-year pairs were excluded from the original data set if they exceeded the outlier 

threshold for spending ratio or spending per capita. The accepted equation for calculating 

outliers is as follows: 𝑄3 + 1.5(𝐼𝑄𝑅). None of the data points were negative outliers. This 

constituted excluding country-year data points where the spending ratio exceeded 5.18 percent or 

spending per capita exceeded 2010 US$76.69. Values above this amount are omitted because 

they fall far above the average values for the two spending variables for nearly all the other 

country-year pairs. 

Nearly all the excluded observations contained Afghanistan or Israel. Afghanistan 

became a top recipient of American foreign aid following the 2001 invasion. But because the 

country has been steeped in brutal guerilla warfare for much of that time, economic 

reconstruction and infrastructure-funded projects have largely failed to gain support and help 

communities. On the other hand, Israel, which consistently receives billions of dollars from the 

United States, is one of the only developed countries to do so. This is because much of this  
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Table 3: Descriptive Statistics of the Exclusive Data Set — No Outliers 

Variable Obs. Median Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max. 

Spending Ratio (%) 743 0.59 1.08 1.14 .01 5.13 

Spending PC (2010 US$) 743 10.06 15.20 15.89 .14 76.56 

Regime 743 5.00 3.20 5.51 -9.00 10.00 

HDI 743 0.57 0.57 0.13 0.23 0.84 

Voice and Accountability 580 -0.34 -0.42 0.61 -1.84 1.43 

Stability and Absence of Violence 580 -0.94 -0.96 0.80 -2.99 1.43 

Regulatory Quality 580 -0.37 -0.42 0.55 -2.16 1.61 

Government Effectiveness 580 -0.51 -0.52 0.53 -2.24 1.74 

Rule of Law 580 -0.66 -0.65 0.51 -1.85 1.57 

Control of Corruption 580 -0.76 -0.70 0.46 -1.66 1.65 

 

funding is not development-focused, but rather strengthens the relationship between the two 

countries to further American geopolitical interests in the Middle East. 

The summary statistics of the exclusive data set are presented in Table 3. By omitting 

dependent states from the data, the variability in spending drops drastically. The standard 

deviation of both the spending ratio and spending per capita variables decreases by at least a 

factor of seven. However, the standard deviation for the institutional development variables (both 

social and political) does not markedly shift between the two data sets. This suggests that 

Afghanistan and Israel have similar institutions to other cases in the data set and differ only in 

the amount of assistance they receive. Excluding these outlying cases does not change the 

institutional makeup of the country-year pairs in the data set. Instead, it parses out the effect that 

different levels of spending and institutional development have on growth. 

D. Methodology 

My statistical analysis includes 52 separate linear regression series using a combination 

of spending, government, and year variables. None of the variables demonstrate 

heteroskedasticity, so the regression series exclusively use linear models to approximate the 
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relationship between foreign aid spending and economic growth in each of the country-year 

pairs. Because the Polity5 regime data includes only one variable, the country-year-growth pairs 

regressed in the data set can be displayed in the same regression table. On the other hand, the 

WGI data consists of six measures, so each growth interval is display separately. To delineate the 

individual effect of each indicator on growth rates, an additional indicator is added in each 

regression iteration. Therefore, the WGI regression series look at an individual combination of 

spending (ratio or per capita) and growth period. Each of these regression tables is displayed for 

a single period. 

A final set of linear regression series were constructed with the addition of a 

“development category” to each country-year pair. This variable is constructed using three 

classifications for both the Polity5 regime score and HDI. Therefore, the resulting development 

category variable contains nine values, ranging from “low development autocracy” to “high 

development democracy.” None of these regressions showed significant results and are not 

included in the final version of this paper. 

All the regressions were recreated with the exclusive data, bringing the total to 26 tables. 

The exclusive data set regressions generally increased the coefficients and significance of each 

independent and control variable. Each of these regressions controlled for the same variables as 

well as region dummy variables to control for geographical trends in spending and growth. The 

Middle East served as the base value, and country-year pairs not in that region received a “1” in 

their respective region identifier column. The five other regions controlled for in the linear 

regression models include East Asia and Oceania, Europe, South and Central Asia, Sub-Saharan 

Africa, and the Western Hemisphere as defined by the USAID. 
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Finally, the entire set of 26 regressions (using inclusive and exclusive data sets) was 

repeated using a fixed effects model along with the linear regression. This is because the 

variables associated with foreign institutional development are likely not random. Instead, 

certain aspects of political and economic institutions are closely tied to each other within 

countries, and countries with related institutions presumably go through similar economic 

transitions over time. Therefore, the fixed effects model accounts for the country-year pair, with 

underlying similarities in each data set. Because the region dummy variable previously served as 

a proxy for country location, the fixed effects model automatically eliminates them from each 

regression.   
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Analysis 

Note: All the linear regression tables presented in the main section of this paper include 

a fixed effects linear regression variable. The regression sets with region-specific dummy 

variables and no fixed effects control almost universally report smaller and less significant 

coefficients for the effect of each variable on economic growth rates. Every table not 

incorporated in the analysis is displayed in the attached appendix. 

Each independent and control variable in the data set spans a different scale. For 

example, the World Bank WGIs range from -2.5 to 2.5 for each variable. Therefore, an opposite 

country-year pair for a specific indicator score would vary by five times the indicated regression 

table coefficient. The HDI variable crosses a scale from 0 to 1, with higher values indicating 

higher human development. Although the linear regression coefficients for HDI are larger than 

for other variables, the numbers are overrepresented because the value range is quite small. The 

lowest HDI values in the data set are around 0.3, whereas a few country-year pairs boast values 

near 0.8. At most, the effective difference between the economic growth rates of any two country-

year pairs due to HDI would be half of the reported table value. 

  

 The wide-ranging regression analysis present a series of conclusions that differ slightly 

based on data context, exclusions, and model types. However, they remain consistent with 

current political theory and other regression tables with similar variables.  

Table 4 reports the regression coefficients for both spending variables and the Polity5 

data on all three measured periods for economic growth. The effect of spending ratio is strongest 

on the one-year interval, where a one percent increase in the ratio as a percent of recipient 

country GDP leads to a 0.138 percent increase in GDP growth rate. The effect of the spending  
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Table 4 

ratio variable is negligible at the five-year interval and slightly negative, but highly significant on 

the longest period. The effects of spending per capita are near zero for every period. The effect 

of the Polity5 regime score on economic growth is significant and positive at every interval but 

declines consistently over time. This suggests political institutions are malleable and change on 

longer time intervals, especially in developing countries which are overrepresented in the data 

set. HDI is negatively correlated with economic growth at the one- and five-year periods, but 

positive for the ten-year period. 

When conducting the same the regression with the exclusive data set, the results slightly 

change. Table 5 shows that the lagged growth variable is now significantly deterministic of 

future growth at every interval and for both spending variables. In fact, for every one percent 

increase in current year growth, one-year growth increases by more than 0.3 percent. For every 

one percent increase in historical five-year average growth, future five-year growth increased by 

0.7 percent. In both regime regressions (inclusive and exclusive data sets), past ten-year average  
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Table 5 

 

growth is negatively correlated with upcoming ten-year growth. Like political institutions, 

economic systems can and do change drastically in decade-long time spans. The data set 

encompasses only 29 years and compounds this effect. Many countries went through especially 

volatile periods such as the breakup of the Soviet Union or the Arab Spring in 2011. Overall, the 

findings of the regime regression sets support previous research that cautions about donating 

foreign aid to autocratic governments (Bader and Faust 2014). 

These Polity5 regime regressions include both spending variables because all the 

coefficients fit on one table. For the WGI regressions, which report more coefficients, the 

spending ratio and spending per capita variables are displayed separately. The coefficients of 

spending per capita on economic growth rates rarely differ significantly from zero, and therefore 

are only included in the appendix section. 
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Measuring the effects of regime score on economic growth present rather simplistic 

results. The Polity5 data set is valuable not for its nuance but for its scope. It reports data on 

every imaginable country and territory going back to the mid 1800s. To capture the immediate 

post-Cold War shift of American foreign policy on foreign aid spending, it is necessary to 

employ the regime variable to have sufficient historical data. However, the World Bank WGI 

data released in 1996 presents a more distinct picture of political institutions in this period. As 

explained in the previous section, the two data sets are comparable because higher scores on each 

of the WGI variables almost always indicates a country is higher up on the regime scale as well. 

Western European democracies tend to have the highest scores for regulatory quality or political 

stability with democracies in developing countries falling not far behind. Of course, variation 

exists between countries, but because even the smallest regression tables consider over 300 

country-year pairs and all six of the WGI variables, the deleterious effects of switching from 

Polity5 to WGI data is negligible. 

In the short-term, the spending ratio results are nearly identical when controlling for 

regime score or any iteration of the WGI regression. Table 6 shows that regardless of which 

WGI variables are added, the effect of spending ratio on one-year economic growth rates hovers 

between 0.13 and 0.14 percent for every one-point increase in spending as a percent of recipient 

country GDP. The results here closely compare to the effects of spending ratio on economic 

growth found in the one-year spending ratio regression in Table 2. Again, the effect of current 

year growth on one-year future growth is negligible.   

As shown in Table 6, The effects of each individual WGI variable on one-year growth 

present interesting results. Only four of the coefficients are significant. First, political stability is 

highly correlated with increased growth rates in the short-term. For every point increase on the  
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Table 6 

 

 

Table 7  
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WGI scale for stability, growth increases by nearly 1.4 percent. However, the coefficients for 

regulatory quality and rule of law are large negative numbers significant to at least the .05 level. 

Some political scientists speculate that in developing countries, inefficient bureaucracy and 

excessive regulation harms the business environment. That theory could explain the 

counterintuitive logic as to why, at least on a one-year period, regulation and rule of law are 

negatively associated with economic growth. Finally, control of corruption reports the largest 

coefficient of all the WGI variables. For every point increase on this scale, economic growth 

increases by over 4.5 percent for the following year. This result implies that corruption in 

recipient countries severely limits the effectiveness of foreign aid. 

Many of the regression coefficients change for the five-year interval, as reflected in Table 

7. Noticeably, the lagged dependent variable shows significance across each of the regression 

iterations, although the coefficients for lag4 are only slightly negative. The effect of spending 

ratio on economic growth completely disappeared in this regression. The WGI coefficients show 

that instead of political stability being sharply associated with growth, strong voice and 

accountability leads to higher economic growth. In fact, GDP growth rates increase by 2.3 

percent on average through the five-year period following a one-point increase in the WGI voice 

and accountability variable. The same effect occurred with control of corruption and government 

effectiveness. The first significantly predicted economic growth on the one-year interval, 

whereas government spending did not influence growth. Averaging five-year growth, 

government effectiveness becomes significant and positively associated with growth. The only 

similarity across the two years is that the regulatory quality and rule of law indicators still 

negatively affect economic growth rates. A one-point increase in those WGI variables cuts down 

five-year average GDP growth by 2.5 and 3.4 percent, respectively.  
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Table 8 

Finally, for the ten-year average growth rates shown in Table 8, foreign aid spending 

ratios have a slightly negative, but significant relationship with economic growth across the WGI 

regression iterations. The near zero coefficients suggest that these relationships reflect an 

underlying bias in the data, rather than a meaningful causal relationship between current-year 

foreign aid spending and ten-year average GDP growth. At this long-term interval, voice and 

accountability is the only WGI variable with a significantly positive coefficient. Political 

stability, regulatory quality, and rule of law are negatively associated with ten-year growth 

across the data set. Additionally, each coefficient is outside the 95 percent confidence interval. 

Clearly, long-run outcomes are determined by higher scores in these areas. The reasoning behind 

higher regulation and rule of law scores fits into current political theory. Perhaps the negative 

political stability coefficient depicts a skewed data set, but it does offer itself to future research.  

Overall, the preceding regression tables show almost no effects of foreign aid spending 

ratios on economic growth further than one year in the future. Although the significance of each 
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WGI coefficient changes over each period, the signs generally stay consistent. Voice and 

accountability are highly significant for every regression iteration on the five- and ten-year 

periods. Political stability decreases each period, shifting from a significant positive association 

over a one-year period to a negative relationship with ten-year growth rates. Government 

effectiveness seems to have a slight positive to near zero effect on growth depending on the 

period. The regulatory quality and rule of law indicators are always associated with lower growth 

rates. Finally, the effect of corruption on economic growth is positive in every period but is not 

significant in the medium- and long-term. 

 For the second part of the analysis, I reproduce every WGI regression table using the 

exclusive data set that omitted outlier country-year pairs. Depending on the growth period in 

question, the exclusive data set had between 79 to 127 fewer country-year pairs. Israel and 

Afghanistan make up the bulk of exclusions, with Israel often receiving per capita spending 15 

times higher than any other country in the same year. Afghanistan received massive military 

funding and economic stimulus packages from the United States for more than a decade after 

9/11. Combined with war-torn infrastructure, low industrial productivity, and extremely limited 

exports, GDP stagnated for much of this period. American foreign aid increased the two 

countries’ GDP by up to 50 percent in some years. 

 Table 9 shows the WGI regression for the one-year period using the exclusive data set. In 

this case, the spending ratio is highly positively correlated with economic growth. In every one-

year WGI regression iteration, for a one percent increase in spending as a percent of GDP, a 

recipient countries’ economic growth increases by more than 0.7 percent. Including every WGI 

indicator (regression 7) increases that effect to 0.83 percent. In this table, only three WGI 

coefficients show significance—political stability, rule of law, and control of corruption. A one- 
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Table 9 

point increase in political stability raises GDP growth by 0.71 percent, whereas higher rule of 

law scores are significantly correlated to lower economic growth in the short-term. 

The regression coefficient from the one-year inclusive data set reports a value nearly 

twice as high, suggesting that Israel, Afghanistan, and other omissions skew the stability 

variable. The same can be said about many of the other WGI variables. For example, corruption 

remains statistically significant for predicting one-year economic growth rates. For every point 

increase in that indicator, a country year pair sees an average growth increase of 2.31 percent. 

Finally, the rule of law coefficient remains statistically significant and highly negative. 

 The five-year, exclusion WGI regression Table 10 further solidifies the findings from the 

previous regression sets. The spending ratio coefficients are slightly higher but still comparable 

to the effect of spending on growth rates found with the inclusive regime regression in Table 5. 

Controlling for each of the six WGI variables reports that for every one percent increase in 

spending as a percentage of GDP, recipient countries see an increase of 0.39 percent to five-year  
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average GDP growth. Both the accountability and government effectiveness variables 

demonstrate a strong positive relationship with five-year average economic growth. Consistent 

with the previous period and inclusive regression set, the regulatory quality and rule of law 

coefficients in Table 10 report a distinct negative relationship to medium-term economic growth.  

Finally, the effect of HDI values on growth in each regression iteration are negative at around 6.5 

percent for every single point change in HDI. The five-year period inclusive regression HDI 

coefficients in Table 7 match closely with these findings as well. The effect of HDI is the most 

significant and negative at the five-year period of average economic growth rates. 

 Table 11 examines the effect of WGI indicators on ten-year economic growth when using 

the fixed effects model and exclusive data set. Interestingly, the effect of the lagged dependent 

variable becomes significant again, although this time the correlation coefficients are negative. In  
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Table 11 

fact, using these models, the lagged variable coefficients consistently decreased from the one- to 

ten-year periods for their effect on average economic growth. In the long-term, a one percent 

higher historical ten-year average growth rate leads to a 0.26 percent decrease in future ten-year 

average growth in the studied country-year pairs. After this long period, the effect of the 

spending ratio variable on growth has all but disappeared. This result was expected and 

underscores the findings from Larsen (2007) along with other “repeated donations” scholars. 

However, the massive variability in results across different regressions and data sets should not 

discount Chatterjee and Turnovsky (2007), who argue that excessive, undirected aid funding can 

inundate foreign economies and dissuade future growth. 

Through this analysis, I spent no time discussing R-squared values for each regression 

iteration because none of the regressions explain more than about 49 percent of the variation in 

economic growth due to the included variables. Though the variables incorporated into the 

regression models aimed to capture as much of the effect of political, social, and economic 
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trends on future growth, countries are far too complex to model effectively with current data and 

model limitations. These variables do not capture, for example, social interactions, individual 

behavior, detailed macroeconomic statistics, or a litany of other important factors that may 

influence the effects of foreign aid on economic growth. The R-squared values at some ten-year 

intervals only approach .5 because in the long-term, small behaviors and inconsistencies tend to 

cancel themselves out. Relatively stable institutional factors determine growth at longer periods. 

The extremely low R-squared values at both the one- and five-year intervals demonstrate this 

short-term variability. 

Except for the two ten-year regime regressions, HDI is not positively correlated with 

economic growth. This suggests that income convergence is occurring for the country-year pairs 

in the data set, with poorer nations experiencing higher growth rates compared to wealthier 

nations. Although the economic literature and theory behind this relationship is conflicting, I 

argue that country-year pairs with lower human development in this data set undoubtedly have 

better economic outcomes. The figures on the following page show a slight downward trend for 

one-year growth rates. The data in Figure 1 has relatively low variance, but because random 

political or economic events can influence short-term trends, the regression line is nearly flat. 

However, as the periods for measuring growth get longer, the regression line becomes steeper in 

the negative direction, showing that higher human development is associated with lower 

medium- and long-term economic growth. The variance in these models gets larger as the period 

studied lengthens, which suggests that other variables (previously controlled for in the regression 

models) play a large role in determining non-immediate economic growth. 
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Discussion and Concluding Thoughts 

 As expected, this statistical analysis did not reach a definitive conclusion on the effects of 

foreign aid on economic growth. One finding is clear: the political, social, and institutional track 

records of countries do heavily factor into future rates of economic growth. Interestingly, the 

recipient country institutional effects depend greatly on the period in question. When considering 

the exclusive, fixed effects WGI models—the most robust findings in the regression analysis—

American foreign aid funding is extremely influential at predicting growth rates for the 

subsequent year and had some effect on average five-year growth trends. But when considering 

ten-year growth, the effect is near zero. This confirms literature that argues for repeated foreign 

aid distributions as a tool to achieve long-term economic growth in developing countries (Larsen 

2007) and underscores the importance of continued policy homogeneity and specific research 

(Dutta and Williamson 2019).  

In nearly every regression model, higher WGI scores for the rule of law and regulatory 

quality variable led to decreased prospects for economic growth. Again, this aligns with the 

political theory that excessive regulation can quash small businesses and discourage investment. 

Conversely, the other four WGI variables were positive or near zero influence on economic 

growth across spending variables, political controls, and measured growth intervals. These 

findings confirm broader political science research that argues that effective, stable, and 

accountable governments create more attractive investment opportunities not just for their 

citizens but also for international partners like the United States.  

Countries with severely deficient human development do not offer strong opportunities 

for economic growth. Humanitarian assistance would be the most valuable tool for rebuilding 

countries from war, famine, or other hardship, but in general, extremely poor countries only see 
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high growth rates because they cannot go anywhere but up in terms of GDP. Growth rates in low 

HDI countries also vary drastically from year to year, making foreign aid a less stable 

investment. Countries with mid-range social development present the best opportunities to inject 

foreign aid to create economic growth because at a basic level, market structures are likely place. 

Still individual welfare is low, and both human and physical capital investment massively 

improve outcomes. Mid-value HDI countries teeter on the inflection point of the S-curve for 

macroeconomic development. With outside investment and support from international partners, 

nothing prevents these countries from growing in the long-term. This contradicts the effects of 

HDI on growth in the regression models. But the statistical analyses do not control for wider 

income and HDI convergence among developing countries. The effect of the lagged dependent 

variable on future economic growth emphasizes the importance of the S-curve inflection point. 

Current year lag positively and significantly affects growth in nearly every regression model, 

especially in those using the exclusion data set. The positive effects of historical growth all but 

disappear when considering the five-year average growth rates and turn negative in most models 

at the ten-year growth period. This implies that recent, rapid economic improvements benefit 

future growth, but that older events or macroeconomic shifts are not deterministic and even 

contrarian to growth. Combined with larger effects of American foreign aid spending in shorter 

periods, the United States can capitalize on short-term growth by further contributing aid money. 

In theory, effective implementation and repeated donations can ensure long-term economic 

growth. 

A major consideration for policymaking and future spending decisions in the United 

States surrounds the inclusive and exclusive data sets. The effects of nearly every variable 

(including spending ratio coefficients) immensely increase when using the exclusive data set that 
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eliminates “dependency countries.” Again, Israel-year pairs receive far more spending per capita 

than other country-year pairs, which reflects the influx of military funding to Israel. When 

considering spending ratios, Afghanistan simultaneously decreased production with higher 

American military and nation-building funds during its civil war. In essence, policymakers must 

think about median aid recipient countries in order to better characterize and understand the 

effects of foreign aid on economic growth. 

The United States can and should drastically increase foreign aid spending in a way that 

benefits both recipient and domestic economies. Investing in relatively democratic, mid-range 

socially developed countries with very recent track records of economic growth present the most 

attractive opportunities for foreign aid distribution. Politicians should apply these results when 

considering future changes to aid distribution.  

Most importantly, recipient countries have vastly different political and economic 

institutions that also change over time. A surefire way to achieve the effective implementation 

foreign aid is to specifically and wholistically analyze recipient country institutions (Edwards 

2014). Every case of aid distribution will go to different programs and flow through different 

channels. If anything, this nuance should push academics in their future research to control for 

more specific variables and continue to standardize measurement in the future. Most importantly, 

this analysis shows that foreign aid funding leads to varying economic growth trends when 

controlling for slightly different measures of political and human development. Insignificance 

stems from many of the results because the variance in any specific variable to is too high to 

make assumptions about specific cases. Regardless of how or to whom foreign aid is distributed, 

researchers and policymakers alike must review each case individually to consider idiosyncratic 

institutions. 
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 On a related note, the issues and limitations with this analysis are numerous. Over the 

course of research and writing, the size of the data set dwindled. First, I push back the starting 

year from 1950 until 1991. This choice reflected limited data and an overly complex Cold War 

history dotted with systemic foreign policy institutional changes and broader political shifts as 

well. It made more sense to cover a shorter period but may detract from the applicability of this 

analysis to other time periods. Regarding the finalized, shortened data set, many exclusions and 

replacements were made as well. Although this ensures statistical precision and completeness, it 

may alter the regression coefficients because the original cross-sectional data points had different 

values. 

 Fundamental to political science more broadly, everything from individual behavior to 

random events go unmeasured in regression analyses despite having a significant effect on 

variable outcomes. In this case, the lacking data combined with complex economic interactions 

means that the independent and control variables rarely account for more than 20 percent of 

variation in recipient country economic growth. The regressions lack sufficient explanatory 

power to make this analysis a definitive statement in the foreign aid literature. But that does not 

make it worthless. Although my paper does not aim to or ultimately discover the “ideal 

conditions” for foreign aid at creating economic growth, the results are telling for the literature. I 

hope that future political science research can build on this thesis by using more accurate, 

standardized, and objective measures of institutions and foreign aid spending to continually 

increase our nuanced understanding of these interactions and inform strong policymaking. 
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